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2019 State Street/Mercatus Alternatives Managers Survey
About the research
• State Street and Mercatus fielded a global survey of 218 alternative investment executives from 27
countries, during August and September of 2019
• Respondents spanned infrastructure, real estate, private equity and private debt managers
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Alternative Investment Industry Outlook
• Industry participants are strongly optimistic asset levels will rise and that alternatives will occupy a
larger position within institutional portfolios
• However, investor and manager expectations of the alternative asset classes likely to dominate this
growth differ
Believe that alternative investment strategies will represent a
greater proportion of institutional portfolios in five years

Of the following strategies, which will attract the most institutional
investor allocations over the next five years?
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Alternatives managers’ main industry trends
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Source: State Street/Mercatus Alternatives Managers Survey 2019
State Street Alternatives Survey 2019
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28%

Intensifying investor expectations
Increasing competition and consolidation

Hedge fund

16%

Emerging Technology
• 30% of respondents cited emerging technology as the likely biggest driver of growth for their organization over the next
five years – the second highest choice after economic growth – a response to the growing complexity highlighted previously
• Consistent with State Street’s 2018 Growth Survey, in which all investment institution types rated emerging technology
within investors top five-year growth drivers

Alternatives managers’ prioritization of
emerging tech investment
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Most important benefits of emerging tech investment
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Competitive
differentiation

More confident
investors

Improved
risk mitigation

Data is a Significant Concern for Alternatives Managers

Business areas with most scope of improvement today
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Satisfaction with ability to use data for investment
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Satisfaction with data transparency
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Source: State Street/Mercatus Alternatives Managers Survey 2019
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Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Are satisfied with data
transparency

Significant Challenges Impede Emerging Tech Application
• Integrating new technology systems with legacy processes is the top challenge to realizing tech-driven
efficiencies – this was also the case for the wider pool of 2018 Growth survey respondents
• But culture-based impediments also play a role: 30% of respondents cite either poor targeting of
budgets or workforce adoption as major challenges

What are the biggest challenges for your organization in leveraging emerging tech across the business?
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Integrating new technologies with our existing infrastructure and processes
Reluctance of business teams to change how they work
Lack of expertise to manage the roll-out process across the organization
NA
Source: State Street/Mercatus Alternatives Managers Survey 2019
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Emerging technology R&D poorly targeted at specific business use case or outcome
Insufficient budget/capital/ROI to prioritize
Not flexible enough to cover diversity of investments / asset classes

Conclusions
• Alternative assets are growing:
Creates increased competition

•• Alternative
Alternative
assets are growing: Creates increased
management is increasingly complex: Requires investment in
technology,
data and people
competition
• Alternative managers need to know their clients: Align investment expertise and
deliver data transparency

• Alternative management is increasingly complex; requires
investment in technology, data and people
• Alternative managers need to know their clients: Align
investment expertise and deliver data transparency

Source: State Street/Mercatus Alternatives Managers Survey 2019
State Street Alternatives Survey 2019
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The whole or any part of this document may not be reproduced, copied or transmitted, or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without State Street’s
express written consent.
All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. There is no representation or warranty as to the current
accuracy, reliability, or completeness of, nor liability for decisions based on such information and it should be relied on as such.

This document contains certain statements that may be deemed forward-looking statements. Please note that any such statements are not guarantees of any
future performance and actual results or developments may differ materially from those projected. Investing involves risk including the risk of loss of principal.
The information provided does not constitute investment advice and it should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer
to sell a security. It does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon. You should consult your
tax and financial advisor.
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